Consequences of the radial heterogeneity of the column temperature at high mobile phase velocity.
When a high velocity stream of mobile phase percolates through a chromatographic column, the bed cannot remain isothermal. Due to the mobile phase decompression, heat is generated along the column. Longitudinal and radial temperature gradients take place along and across its bed. The various consequences of this thermal heterogeneity are calculated and their effects on the column efficiency investigated for a 0.46 cm x 25 cm stainless steel column packed with 5 microm particles. The maximum pressure drop applied was varied from 0.1 to 2 kbar. The amplitude of the longitudinal temperature gradient can be estimated on the basis of the integral heat balance equation applied to the whole column and of measurements of the eluent temperature at the column exit. Assuming that the radial gradient is parabolic and the longitudinal gradient linear, the amplitude of the radial gradient can be determined on the basis of the energy balance across the column and of direct measurements of the radial gradient at high inlet pressures. A radial temperature gradient causes a radial distribution of the eluent viscosity, hence of its local velocity. The result is that bands move faster in their center than along the wall, become warped, hence a radial concentration gradient, similar in origin to the one observed in open cylindrical tubes. Diffusion relaxes this gradient. If there is only a longitudinal temperature gradient, the column efficiency would be 30% smaller for a 2 kbar pressure drop than if there is no longitudinal temperature gradient. However, when both a longitudinal and a radial temperature gradient coexist, there is a large loss of efficiency. If the influence of the diffusive relaxation of the radial concentration gradient is neglected, the peak shape would be broad and exhibit a marked shoulder.